Geography 122: Geography, Modernity and Globalization II.
David Brownstein and Graeme Wynn.
Term Paper Proposal.
Due Friday February 13, maximum one page, worth one mark towards your final paper.
This proposal is an important step in creating a solid paper. Please don’t embark on
extensive research or writing until you have our topic approval. We will give you detailed
feedback that will help you refine your argument and execute your essay.
Select a topic about which you feel particularly passionate. The scale is entirely your choice.
It could be an issue limited to the UBC campus, or be as wide as the globe. Please select
something that we have not covered in class so far and do not pick the same topic on which
you are giving a presentation.
Begin your proposal with a couple of sentences that introduce the field you want to
explore. Then, get right to the point and present the problem that you want to investigate,
or a thesis statement that you would like to test.
Next, include some discussion of the sorts of information that you will need, and where/how
you anticipate getting this “data.” Please be as specific as you can (ie, do not write “the
library”, instead describe specific fields or subject keywords you have tried). Can you
foresee what some of your biggest challenges will be in pursuing your chosen research?
Remember, this is a proposal which means that a lot can change by the time you hand in
the final product. Our purpose here is to get you to commit to a general topic and to start
thinking about it in depth. Set some modest, reasonable goals for yourself here: ultimately,
you will produce an 8 page research paper.
In your final paper it is important that, rather than simply describing a problem, you also
take a definite stand on the issue and recommend solutions, as you understand them.
If you have any questions then get in touch. We look forward to reading your creative
proposals!

Term Project Marking Rubric.
This academic paper is due on March 6, 2009. It is worth 25 marks, or 25% of your final
grade. The paper should be between seven and eight double-spaced pages (2000
words), and subsections with titles are entirely appropriate. Your paper should naturally
include proper citations and a bibliography.
Empirical Content (12 marks)
• clear thesis statement or question to be answered
• argument or question is logical, well explored, analytical
• evidence is adequate, accurate and supports claims being made
• paper anticipates and defuses counter-arguments
• student is critical of sources
• student takes a stand on the issue and recommends a path towards possible solution
Creativity (5 marks)
• paper is insightful
• topic covered in sufficient depth
• original, innovative, creative
Structural Elements: (8 marks)
• appropriate length
• writing is clear, careful and polished
• maps, figures, tables are clear, relevant, and well-integrated
• consistent use of proper citations
• proper bibliography with sufficient use of relevant scholarly sources

